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Abstract
Recent developments in the area of expressive types have the prospect to supply the ordinary programmer
with a programming language rich enough to verify complex program properties. Program veriﬁcation is
made possible via tractable type checking. We explore this possibility by considering two speciﬁc examples;
verifying sortedness and resource usage veriﬁcation. We show that advanced type error diagnosis methods
become essential to assist the user in case of type checking failure. Our results point out new research
directions for the development of programming environments in which users can write and verify their
programs.
Keywords: type inference, type error reporting, verifying sortedness, resource usage veriﬁcation
1 Introduction
Program veriﬁcation is a mature research area, comprising of a wealth of methods
and techniques to guarantee useful, sometimes even critical program properties.
However, it appears that so far there has not been a good solution for applying
program veriﬁcation techniques to the industrial level software development process.
One of the main reasons for this situation is that programmers have to switch to an
external tool such as a proof assistant to carry out the often interactive veriﬁcation
process, e.g. consider type-based formal reasoning tools such as Coq [3], LF [10] and
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Twelf [22]. So far, their integration into a programming language has only reached
the “intermediate” level of a programming language [30]. The user cannot directly
access them from within her favorite programming language.
On the other hand, automatic type-based checking methods have found its way
into todays modern programming languages. By now types form an integral part
in the design and implementation of programs and are widely accepted by the
user. There are numerous works that show how to capture data invariants via some
clever type encodings in languages such as ML [19] and Haskell [20]. In particular,
expressive type extensions such as type classes with functional dependencies [13] (or
variants [6]) and generalized algebraic data types (GADTs) [5,40] 3 , indicate the
possibility of providing the ordinary programmer with a type language rich enough
to specify any property of interest.
In this paper, we explore how EADTs (extended algebraic data types) [32],
a previously introduced extension of GADTs with a user-customizable constraint
domain, can be used as a systematic method for program veriﬁcation. There are
plenty of other works [7,16,25,39] that share the same goal. Our work is diﬀerent
in that we apply a combination of advanced type checking and type error diagnosis
methods to verify (or disprove) complex program properties.
Speciﬁcally, our contributions are:
• We explore type error diagnosis methods to assist the user in case of type checking
failure (Section 2.3).
• We explore verifying sortedness by going through several trials and (type check-
ing) errors (Section 3).
• We implement a static resource usage veriﬁcation analysis for a simple while
language with EADTs. In addition, we apply the type class resolution mechanism
to support a mix of static and dynamic veriﬁcation (Section 4).
In Section 2, we provide background material on EADTs. We conclude in Sec-
tion 5 where we also discuss related work. We assume some familiarity with type
classes [38,11]. Throughout the paper, we will use Haskell-style syntax in examples.
Some of the examples we will see type check using existing implementations such
as GHC [9]. Others require an experimental language such as Chameleon [31] or
only type check on paper. We expect that in the near future all the examples in
this paper are accepted by a revised implementation of Chameleon.
2 Extended Algebraic Data Types
We give a short overview of an extension of Hindley/Milner with user-deﬁnable
primitive constraints, type annotations and an extended form of algebraic data
types (loosely referred to as EADTs). Our focus here is on how to declare EADTs
and how to perform type checking [32]. A description of the semantic meaning of
programs and its type soundness proof is given in [33].
3 GADTs are also known under the name guarded recursive data type or ﬁrst-class phantom type.
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2.1 Extended Data Type Declarations
To illustrate EADTs, we consider the classic append program. Our goal is to express
the property that appending two lists yields a list whose length is the sum of the
two input lists. Special-purpose systems such as Xi’s DependentML [42] or Zenger’s
index types [43] can easily express such properties. We show that we can mimic
such systems via EADTs.
In a ﬁrst step, we introduce a GADT to model length-indexed lists. We follow
the GADT notation as found in GHC [9].
data Z = Z -- singleton types Zero and
data S x = S x -- Successor
data List a n where
Nil :: List a Z
Cons :: a -> List a m -> List a (S m)
GADTs are an extension of (boxed) existential types [14] and allow to reﬁne the
types of constructors via syntactic type equalities. These type assumptions can then
be used to type the body of pattern clauses. More precisely, given an expression
e of type t we can change the type of e to t′ if we can verify that under the type
assumptions C (i.e. conjunction of type equalities and other primitive constraints
such as type classes) types t and t′ are equal. We will see examples where we apply
such reasonings shortly.
Our next task is to ﬁnd a suitable encoding of (type) addition. For this purpose,
we introduce a ternary (type) constraint symbol Sum to represent addition among
type level numbers. In the EADT system, the meaning of constraints is user-
deﬁnable via Constraint Handling Rules (CHR) [8] For example, the following rules
encode some common arithmetic laws.
rule Sum a b c, Sum a b d ==> c=d -- (FD)
rule Sum Z a b <==> a=b -- (I1)
rule Sum (S a) b d <==> d=S c, Sum a b c -- (I2)
Logically, ==> denotes Boolean implication and <==> denotes Boolean equivalence.
Variables in the rule head (right-hand side) are universally quantiﬁed whereas all
remaining variables on the right-hand side are existentially quantiﬁed. CHRs also
have a simple executable semantics in terms of rewritings among constraints (from
left to right). Rules ==> propagate information whereas rules <==> perform simpli-
ﬁcations. Examples of CHR derivation steps are given in the next section.
Rule (FD) states that Sum must behave like a function. That is, its ﬁrst two
(input) arguments uniquely determine the last (output) argument. Rule (I1) ef-
fectively states that 0+a=a whereas rule (I2) states that (a+1)+b=(a+b)+1. These
rules are in fact nothing else but Peano’s axioms, and therefore provide for a com-
plete axiomatization of type addition. We will return to this issue in the upcoming
Section 2.3.
We glue the existing pieces together and reﬁne the type of append as follows.
append :: Sum l m n => List a l -> List a m -> List a n
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append Nil ys = ys
append (Cons x xs) ys = Cons x (append xs ys)
Eﬀectively, we have encoded index types via a combination of GADTs and CHRs.
Though, the program text seems to contradict the type annotation. For example,
in the ﬁrst clause we return ys which has type List a m. This contradicts the
annotation which claims that the resulting value has type List a n. The important
observation is that we need to take into account the “local” constraint l=Z arising
from the pattern match Nil and the constraint Sum l m n from the annotation.
Together, Sum l m n and l=Z imply that m=n via rule (I1). Hence, we can change
the type of ys to List a n. The critical point is that “local” constraint such as
l=Z are only visible in their respective branch and therefore do not aﬀect any other
program parts. Hence, the ﬁrst clause is type correct. A similar reasoning applies
to the second clause.
In our experience, CHRs are very useful to represent constraint properties. Sim-
ilar mechanisms have been proposed in the literature [41,7]. For example, in the
Omega language [24] the above CHRs could be speciﬁed using the associated types
notation [6]
type sum :: *->*->*
sum Z m = m
sum (S l) m = S (sum l m)
That is, Omega uses a functional rather than relational style of specifying type
conditions. We can easily support such source level notations via an appropriate
encoding to our internal CHR language (which is Turing complete). Additionally,
we can enforce totality by specifying rules such as rule Sum Int a b ==> False
and other more complex improvement conditions. Something, which is not possible
when using a functional style of writing type conditions. Furthermore, via CHRs
we can express type classes with extensions such as multi-parameter type classes
and functional dependencies [26] which are not dealt with in other systems [41,24].
2.2 Type Checking
We take a brief look at how to perform type checking for EADTs. We assume
that functions are provided with a type annotation. The standard route is to
translate the typing problem into a constraint problem. In contrast to standard
Hindley/Milner, we need a richer set of implication constraints. Such constraints
are necessary because we need to type diﬀerent program parts under diﬀerent local
type assumptions (arising from pattern matches over GADTs and type annotations).
For example, in case of
append :: Sum l m n => List a l -> List a m -> List a n
append Nil ys = ys
append (Cons x xs) ys = Cons x (append xs ys)
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we generate the following
∀a, l,m, n.∃t. (Sum l m n ∧ t = List a l → List a m → List a n) (1) ⊃ 
(l = Z ⊃ t = List a l → List a m → List a m)∧
∀l′.(l = S l′ ⊃ (Sum l′ m n′ ∧ t = List a l → List a m → List a (S n′))
!
where we use some standard ﬁrst-order logic notation, e.g. ∧ (Boolean conjunction)
and ⊃ (Boolean implication). The (underlined) right-hand side of the outer impli-
cation corresponds to the annotation whereas the (double underlined) right-hand
sides of the inner implications correspond to the GADT type equations resulting
from the pattern matches.
The above implication constraint can be further simpliﬁed by employing the law
that C1 ⊃ (C2 ⊃ C3) iﬀ C1 ∧ C2 ⊃ C3:
(∀a, l,m, n.∃t. ((Sum l m n, t = List a l → List a m → List a n ∧ l = Z) ⊃
t = List a l → List a m → List a m)) ∧
(∀a, l,m, n.∃t.∀l′. ((Sum l m n, t = List a l → List a m → List a n ∧ l = S l′) ⊃
(Sum l′ m n′ ∧ t = List a l → List a m → List a (S n′))))
In general, the typing problem can expressed as a conjunction of implication con-
straints of the form ∀a1.∃b1...∀an.∃bn.(C1 ⊃ C2) where C1 and C2 are conjunction
of primitive constraints. Universal quantiﬁcation arises from polymorphic type an-
notations (e.g. ∀l,m, n) and existentially bound data types (e.g. ∀l′). Existential
quantiﬁcation arises to represent the type component of type annotations (e.g. ∃t)
and intermediate variables resulting from Hindley/Milner constraints (we will see
such an example at the end of this section).
Our task is to check that under the given CHRs each individual constraint holds
(as opposed to type inference where we may need to compute some of the missing
assumptions). Roughly, we turn implication checking into an equivalence testing
problem by making use of the law that C1 ⊃ C2 iﬀ C1 ↔ C1 ∧ C2. We can test
whether C1 ↔ C1 ∧ C2 holds by applying CHRs exhaustively on C1 and C1 ∧ C2
and check whether the resulting constraints are of the same “canonical” normal
form. Of course, we also need to ensure that the quantiﬁers ∀a1.∃b1...∀an.∃bn are
respected. The exact details of how this process works are given in [32].
For example, consider the following implication constraint from above.
(∀a, l,m, n.∃t. ((Sum l m n, t = List a l → List a m→ List a n ∧ l = Z) ⊃
t = List a l → List a m→ List a m))
(1)
We ﬁnd that
Sum l m n, t = List a l → List a m→ List a n ∧ l = Z
I1 t = List a Z → List a m→ List a m ∧ l = Z ∧m = n (2)
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That is, we apply the CHR (I1) from above and normalize the constraint by building
the most general uniﬁer. Similarly, we conclude that
Sum l m n, t = List a l → List a m→ List a n ∧ l = Z∧
t = List a l → List a m→ List a m
I1 t = List a Z → List a m→ List a m ∧ l = Z ∧m = n (3)
Hence, ﬁnal constraints (2) and (3) are equivalent. Hence, statement (1) holds.
This type checking procedure is sound. Decidability follows if we can guarantee
that CHRs are terminating. That is, on each (initial) constraint we can only apply
a ﬁnite number of constraint rewritings. In case of CHR propagation rules we avoid
inﬁnite re-propagation by being careful not to apply propagation rules twice on the
same constraints. For more details on avoiding re-propagation see e.g. [1].
Completeness depends on two factors. First, we need to guarantee that each
constraint has a canonical normal form. This is not necessarily the case for arbitrary
CHRs. For example, consider a non-conﬂuent set of CHRs where diﬀerent rule
applications on the same constraint lead to non-joinable constraints. Second, we
need to prevent the constraint solver from guessing types. This may happen because
some variables are existentially quantiﬁed.
Here is a (contrived) example where we make use of multi-parameter type
classes [21] which are an instance of the EADT system.
class Bar a b where bar :: b->Int
data Foo a where
Mk :: Bar a b => Foo a
g :: Foo a->Int
g (Mk x) = bar x
The type checker is faced with the following implication constraint.
∀a.∃t.(t = Foo a → Int ∧ ∀b.(Bar a b ⊃ ∃c.Bar c b))
The constraint ∃c.Bar c b arises out of the program text bar x when we build a
(generic) type instance for bar :: ∀a, b.Bar a b ⇒ b→ Int . The argument type of x
is bound to a. However, the ﬁrst parameter in type class Bar is not constrained by
any given type. According to Hindley/Milner inference, such types are existentially
bound.
In order to verify the above implication constraint we therefore need to guess that
c is equivalent to a. Though, guessing the correct type may be non-trivial in general.
Type checkers, respectively their underlying constraint solvers, are meant to be
deterministic procedures. Hence, we should never have to guess types. In fact, in the
type class context the above program is deemed to be illegal. There, guessing types
may imply that the programs semantic meaning is ambiguous (e.g. consider [12,26]
for more details). The above shows that guessing types makes it also hard to obtain
a complete type checking procedures. We can rule out such programs by imposing
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some (conservative) ambiguity checks, thus, rejecting bar :: ∀a, b.Bar a b ⇒ b →
Int because variable a is not constrained by the type b → Int . Alternatively, we
can apply a more liberal strategy and run the implication solver until we reach a
situation where we need to guess types. In essence, the type system is then deﬁned
by the type checking algorithm.
2.3 Type Error Diagnosis
While it is theoretically interesting to study classes of programs for which type
checking is complete, in practice it is much more important to give detailed feedback
to the user why a program does not pass the type checker.
Failure of type checking may be due for several reasons. For example, consider
the program text head True which results in the unsatisﬁable constraint th = [a]→
a∧ [a] = Bool . In previous work [28,29], we have shown how to generate type error
messages out of minimal unsatisﬁable constraints. These constraints can then be
traced back to the speciﬁc source locations from which they were generated. Thus,
a minimal unsatisﬁable constraint represents a possible (minimal) explanation of a
type error.
In case of EADTs, failure may arise because we are unable verify that the im-
plication constraint holds. In the example, from above we are unable to verify
∀b.(Bar a b ⊃ ∃c.Bar c b)
Eﬀectively, the constraint Bar c b remains “unmatched”. Here, we will take a look
at reasons for implication failure in the context of applying EADTs for program
veriﬁcation purposes. We keep the discussion mostly informal. A comprehensive
account of the technical aspects underlying our type error diagnosis method is given
in [37].
Consider the following variation of an example which we have seen earlier.
rule Sum a b c, Sum a b d ==> c=d -- (FD)
rule Sum Z a b <==> a=b -- (I1)
rule Sum (S a) b d <==> d=S c, Sum a b c -- (I2)
append :: Sum l m n => List a l -> List a m -> List a n
append Nil ys = Nil -- wrong !
append (Cons x xs) ys = Cons x (append xs ys)
Notice that in the ﬁrst clause we erroneously return Nil instead of ys. Here is the
resulting implication constraint which cannot be veriﬁed.
(∀a, l,m, n.∃t. ((Sum l m n, t = List a l → List a m→ List a n ∧ l = Z) ⊃
t = List a l → List a m→ List a Z))
The gist of the problem is that Sum l m n ∧ l = Z 	⊃ n = Z for some m (1). We
clearly violate the type annotation unless the second list is empty. That is,
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Sum l m n ∧ l = Z ∧m = Z ⊃ n = Z holds (2)
but Sum l m n ∧ l = Z ∧m = S m′ 	⊃ n = Z (3).
Based on this information, we can immediately report a static type error. The
Chameleon type debugger [27] will roughly report the following.
ERROR: Polymorphic type variable instantiated by
data List a n where Nil :: List a Z
...
append :: Sum l m n => List a l -> List a m -> List a n
append Nil ys = Nil
append (Cons x xs) ys = Cons x (append xs ys)
The program parts involved in the error are highlighted. This error message provides
detailed clues why the program text violates the annotation.
Static failure may also arise in case the CHRs are “incomplete”. Here is yet
another variation of our running example where we have replaced rule (I1) by (I1’).
rule Sum a b c, Sum a b d ==> c=d -- (FD)
rule Sum a Z b <==> a=b -- (I1’)
rule Sum (S a) b d <==> d=S c, Sum a b c -- (I2)
append :: Sum l m n => List a l -> List a m -> List a n
append Nil ys = ys
append (Cons x xs) ys = Cons x (append xs ys)
The ﬁrst clause gives rise to the (simpliﬁed) implication constraint Sum l m n∧ l =
Z ⊃ m = n (4). The problem here is that rule (I1’) is not suitable to verify
statement (4).
A possible ﬁx is to turn (4) into an “axiom”. That is, we introduce the additional
CHR
rule Sum Z m n ==> m=n -- (I1)
Then, the above program text type checks. Of course, we need to ensure that the
addition of rule (I2) will not violate the consistency of the resulting set of CHRs. For
CHRs we can test for consistency by checking that CHRs are conﬂuent. Conﬂuence
guarantees that any order of CHR application will reach the same ﬁnal constraint.
In case of terminating CHRs there is a decidable conﬂuence check [1]. Thus, we can
verify that rules (FD), (I1), (I1’) and (I2) are conﬂuent. In case we cannot establish
termination of CHRs, we cannot apply the mechanical conﬂuence check and must
rely on an “external”, e.g. human provided, conﬂuence proof.
3 Verifying Sortedness
Our goal is to use the EADT system to express and verify sortedness using the
insertion sorting algorithm.
We conﬁne our attention to lists of integers. Integers have singleton types, e.g. 1
has the type Int(1) and so on. We assume that the underlying constraint solver
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of the CHR system is capable of handling primitive constraints (.<=.), (.<.) to
compare integers on the level of types. 4 The GADT Test and the primitive
function test allows us to “test” the result of comparing two integers.
data Test a b = (a<b) => Le | (a>=b) => Gt
test :: Int(a)->Int(b)->Test a b
3.1 A First Attempt




data C a as
-- sortedness property
rule Sorted N <==> True
rule Sorted (C a N) <==> True
rule Sorted (C a (C b bs)) <==> a<=b, Sorted (C b bs)
-- sorted lists
data SList as where
Nil :: List N
Cons :: Int(b) -> SList bs -> SList (C b bs)
The insertion sort algorithm is deﬁned in terms of the insertion operation given
below.
insert :: Int(a)->SList bs->SList cs
insert x Nil = Cons x Nil
insert x (Cons y ys) = (1)
case (test x y) of
Le -> Cons x (Cons y ys)
Gt -> Cons y (insert x ys) (2)
The annotation claims that given a sorted list we will return a sorted list. However,
the above program will not type check. To understand why let’s consider the impli-
cation constraint resulting from the last clause (1) and last case (2). We annotate
the formula with comments to show which constraints result from which program
4 Or, we could add a comprehensive set of CHR rules to specify the meaning of these constraints.
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parts.




t = Int(a)→ Slist bs → SList cs∧
-- insert :: Int(a)->SList bs->SList cs
bs = C b′ bs′ ∧ Sorted bs -- insert x (Cons y ys)




∃ds, es. (t = Int(a)→ SList ds → SList es∧
es = C b ′ ds ∧ Sorted es) -- Cons y (insert x ys)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
The problem becomes now clear. The annotation states that the output list can
be any sorted list (even empty list) whereas the constraints from the program text
claim that this list is non-empty. Here are the (minimal) constraints involved in
this error.
∀cs.∃t ′.∀b ′.t ′ = SList cs ⊃ ∃ds.t ′ = SList (Cons b ′ ds)
Clearly, cs is not equal to Cons b ′ ds for any cs and b′ and some ds. In terms of
type error diagnosis, the above could be reported as the type of the output list is
too polymorphic.
One way to rectify this error is to constrain cs to be non-empty. The signature
of insert becomes:
insert :: Int(a)->SList bs->SList (C c cs)
The rest of the program remains the same. However, type checking still fails.
Here is the updated implication constraint. Changes are highlighted.




t = Int(a)→ Slist bs → SList (C c cs)∧
-- insert :: Int(a)->SList bs->SList (C c cs)
bs = C b′ bs′ ∧ Sorted bs -- insert x (Cons y ys)




∃ds, e, es. (t = Int(a)→ SList ds → SList (C e es)∧
e = b′ ∧ Sorted (C e es) -- Cons y (insert x ys)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
The problem is that we yet need to state that the ﬁrst element of cs is b′.
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3.2 A Second Attempt
In the previous example, the sorted list type deﬁnition was unable to capture the
fact that the ﬁrst element of the result of insert is the minimum between the
inserted element a, and the ﬁrst element of array bs. We rectify this problem in
the new deﬁnition of SList given below.
-- k-sorted lists
data SList k where
Nil :: SList k
Cons :: k<=b => Int(k) -> SList b -> SList k
insert :: Int(a)->SList b ->SList (min a b)
The new signature of insert states its arguments are an integer and a sorted
list whose ﬁrst element is b, and that the result is a non-empty sorted list whose
ﬁrst element is the minimum of a and b. This program type-checks. To understand
how this happens, let us look at the implication constraint resulting from the last
clause and case again.




t = Int(a)→ Slist b → SList (min a b)∧
-- insert :: Int(a)->SList b->SList (min a b)




(t = Int(a)→ SList b → SList b ∧ b <= min a b ′)
-- Cons y (insert x ys)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
This formula is obviously true. However, the signature of insert does not specify
its exact behavior; it only states that the output is a sorted list whose ﬁrst element
has a speciﬁc property. A stronger, more exact signature, would also specify a set
preservation property: the set of elements present in the input arguments is exactly
the set of elements present in the result returned by insert. This property would
be captured in the following program.
data SList as where
Nil :: SList N
Cons :: Sorted (C b bs) => Int(b) -> SList bs -> SList (C b bs)
-- Permutation relation, useful to prove set preservation
rule Permutation N N <=> True
rule Permutation (C a as) bs <=> (Delete a bs zs),(Permutation as zs)
rule Delete a (C a as) as <=> True
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rule Delete a (C b bs) (C b cs) <=> Delete a bs cs
insert :: Permutation (C a as) bs => a -> SList as -> SList bs
-- program text remains the same
This program will not type-check. Taking a closer look at the process of applying
the type-checking algorithm to this program, we notice that the process stops with
the following proof obligations that cannot be further discharged.
a < b,Permutation (C a (C b as)) (C b bs) ⊃ Permutation (C a (b as)) (C a bs)
a ≥ b,Permutation (C a as) (C b bs) ⊃ Permutation as bs
While these implication constraints are obviously true, they do not follow di-
rectly from the rules of Permutation. The above undischarged proof obligations
suggest the following alternative rules for Permutation.
rule Permutation (C a (C b bs)) cs <==>
a < b | cs = C a ds, Permutation (C b bs) ds -- (**)
rule Permutation (C a (C b bs)) cs <==>
a >= b | cs = C b ds, Permutation (C a bs) ds -- (**)
Here, the guards a < b and a >= b select exactly one rule for constraint sim-
pliﬁcation. Indeed, the rules given above deﬁne a Permutation relation which is
satisﬁed only if the two parameters are permutations of each other. However, the
following issues need to be addressed here:
• The alternative rules (**) inferred from the failure of type checking, are too
restrictive; establishing that they entail a permutation relation (as it is understood
in the usual mathematical sense) is not trivial.
• The rules (**) resemble the deﬁnition of insert very closely. It could be argued
that we are rewriting the deﬁnition of insert at the level of types, which would
make the program veriﬁcation eﬀort superﬂuous.
This emphasizes the challenges that are faced by program veriﬁcation via expressive
types. In general it is hard to come up with meaningful program properties that
are expressed in a way that makes them amenable to automated veriﬁcation via
type-checking for the program at hand. Such properties are usually either not very
meaningful (such as a rewrite of the program at the level of types), or too weak to
be established. Reconciling these extremes is the subject of further research.
Yet another challenge is coming up with a consistent set of CHR rules that
would guarantee that type checking is successful for a comprehensive set of well-
typed programs in a speciﬁc application domain. In the case of sorting programs,
we need a complete theory that is capable of handling inequality constraints, and
list permutations. In our examples, we have assumed that such rules were readily
available whenever they were needed. Given previous experience with automated
proofs of sorting algorithms, a list of rule candidates would be rather straightforward
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to compile. However, proving that such a system of rules is consistent (or, even
better, conﬂuent), complete, and terminating, is subject of further research.
4 Resource Usage Veriﬁcation
The static veriﬁcation of the resource usage behavior of programs is a well-studied
problem in the literature [36,34]. The task is to ensure that programs conform to a
resource usage policy such as a ﬁle cannot be accessed after its closed, no read after
write etc. Resource usage policies are typically speciﬁed via regular expressions.
Our goal is to implement such a resource usage analysis with EADTs.
4.1 EADT Implementation
In a ﬁrst step, we need to predict the run-time resource usage behavior of programs.
The standard solution [18] is to abstract a programs resource usage behavior in
terms of a type and eﬀect system [35]. Here is a possible EADT implementation for
a simple while language where eﬀects are represented by regular expressions.
data OR r1 r2 -- Choice
data STAR r -- Kleene star
-- singleton types/effects
data O -- open
data W -- write
data R -- read
data C -- close
-- EADT to represent type and effect rules
data Cmd r where
Seq :: Cmd r1 -> Cmd r2 -> Cmd (r1,r2)
Ite :: Bool -> Cmd r1 -> Cmd r2 -> Cmd (OR r1 r2)
While :: Bool -> Cmd r1 -> Cmd (STAR r1)
Open :: Cmd O
Write :: Cmd W
Read :: Cmd R
Close :: Cmd C
The constructors encode the typing rules of a type and eﬀect system. For example,
in case of if-then-else we use “choice” to express that the resulting eﬀect can be
either one of the eﬀects of the two branches. In case of while we use the “Kleene
star” to express zero or more number of eﬀects the body of the while statement may
have. For each resource primitive we introduce a primitive resource eﬀects. Here
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are the type and eﬀect rules in a more familiar notation.
(Ite)
 exp : Bool  c1 : Cmd(r1 )  c2 : Cmd(r2 )
 If exp then c1 else c2 : Cmd(r1 | r2 )
(While)
 exp : Bool  c : Cmd(r)
 While exp c : Cmd(r∗)
(Open)  Open : Cmd(O)
We can thus analyze that
someBoolean :: Bool
prog = Seq Open (Seq (Ite someBoolean Write Read) Close)
has type Cmd (O, ((OR W R),C)).
To check for resource usage correctness, we need to verify that the eﬀects from
the program are a subtype of the eﬀects allowed by the resource usage policy. In our
setting, eﬀects are sets of traces where traces are words of a regular language. To
implement subtyping among eﬀects, we introduce a binary constraint Sub and some
appropriate CHRs to program the property that Sub r1 r2 holds iﬀ L(r1) ⊆ L(r2).
We spare the readers with the details and refer to [15] where we have shown how
to implement regular expression language containment using type classes/CHRs.
We consider a speciﬁc program on which we impose the policy that after opening
a ﬁle we may write and read an arbitrary number of times followed by closing the
ﬁle.
check :: Sub r (O, (STAR (OR W R),C)) => Cmd r
prog = check (Seq Open (Seq (Ite someBoolean Write Read) Close))
Primitive check veriﬁes that the program conforms to the policy.
Here is another example where we impose the policy that after writing to a ﬁle
we are not allowed to read again.
check1 :: Sub r (O, (STAR R, (STAR W, C))) => Cmd r
prog1 = check1 (Seq Open (Seq Write (Seq Read Close))
The above program does not type check because the type class constraint Sub R
W (resulting from the “goal” Sub (O,(W,(R,C))) (O, (STAR R, (STAR W, C)))
cannot be veriﬁed. In Haskell speak, Sub R W is an unresolved instance/constraint.
This provides us with some important clues where and why our program may violate
the resource usage policy.
The next example shows a limitation of our static veriﬁcation method.
check2 :: Sub r W => Cmd r
prog2 :: check2 (Ite True Write Read)
The program gives rise to the unresolved type class constraint Sub W R. Hence, type
checking fails. On the other hand, the program will not violate the resource usage
policy because at run-time we will never enter the “then” branch.
The point is that our static type checking based veriﬁcation is incomplete in
the sense that some safe programs will be rejected. This is no surprise and the
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common trade-oﬀ for a static analysis to retain decidability. The alternative is to
switch to a dynamic checking method such as contracts [17] or other forms [23] of
monitoring the run-time behavior of programs. Among these two extremes, we seek
for a compromise where we attempt to perform as much static checking as possible
and turn any unresolved proof obligation into a run-time check.
4.2 Mixing Static and Dynamic Veriﬁcation
We integrate static with dynamic veriﬁcation. For this purpose, we make use of
the type class resolution mechanism [11] to instrument programs with run-time
checks. The idea is that whenever we come across a program part which gives rise
to an unresolved constraint, we replace this program part with an error statement
(i.e. we raise an exception).
First, we introduce the target language.
data Cmd2 r =
forall r1 r2. (Sub (r1,r2) r) => Seq2 (Cmd2 r1) (Cmd2 r2)
| forall r1 r2. (Sub (OR r1 r2) r) => Ite2 Bool (Cmd2 r1) (Cmd2 r2)
| forall r1. (Sub (STAR r1) r) => While2 Bool (Cmd2 r1)
| (Sub O r) => Open2 | (Sub W r) => Write2
| (Sub R r) => Read2 | (Sub C r) => Close2
Essentially, this is the while language from before. The only diﬀerence is that the
resource eﬀects are not exact. They can be supersets of the actual eﬀects.
Next, we introduce a set of type class instances to translate an expression of
type Cmd r1 into an expression of type Cmd2 r2 under the condition that Sub r1
r2 is satisﬁed. The translation is driven by the resource type Cmd r1 of the input
program. Recall that types Cmd r1 are exact. Each r1 uniquely determines the
actual command. Here are the class and instance declarations.
class Co r1 r2 | r1-> r2 where coerce :: Cmd r1 -> Cmd2 r2
instance (Co r1 r3, Co r2 r4, Sub (r3,r4) r5) -- (Seq)
=> Co (r1,r2) r5 where
coerce (Seq c1 c2) = Seq2 (coerce c1) (coerce c2)
instance (Co r1 r3, Co r2 r4, Sub (OR r3 r4) r5) -- (Ite)
=> Co (OR r1 r2) r5 where
coerce (Ite exp c1 c2) = Ite2 exp (coerce c1) (coerce c2)
instance (Co r1 r2,(Sub (STAR r2) r3)) -- (While)
=> (Co (STAR r1) r3) where
coerce (While exp c) = While2 exp (coerce c)
instance Sub O r => Co O r where coerce Open = Open2 -- (Open)
instance Sub R r => Co R r where coerce Read = Read2 -- (Read)
instance Sub W r => Co W r where coerce Write = Write2 -- (Write)
instance Sub C r => Co C r where coerce Close = Close2 -- (Close)
We convince ourselves that instance (Seq) is correct. The instance context pro-
vides Co r1 r3, Co r2 r4 and Sub (r3,r4) r5. The pattern match over Seq (c1
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c2) implies that r5=(r1,r2). The program text Seq2 (coerce c1) (coerce c2)
gives rise to the constraints Co r1 r3’, Co r2 r4’ and Sub (r3’,r4’) r5. The
functional dependency imposed on Co guarantees that r3=r3’ and r4=r4’. Hence,
the constraints arising are supplied by the instance context. Hence, the instance is
correct. Similar observations apply to the other instances.
We now can use the coerce method instead of the check primitives.
prog2 :: Cmd2 W
prog2 = coerce (Ite True Write Read)
The program text gives rise to Co (OR W R) W which leads to the unresolved con-
straint Sub R W. To support a mix of static and dynamic veriﬁcation, we ﬁx such
failures by introducing additional instances such as
instance Co W R where -- (Fail)
coerce _ = error "run-time error"
instance Sub W R
Instances (Write) and (Fail) overlap. Our assumptions is that we ﬁrst apply the
“ordinary” instances. Only in case of failure we will attempt to apply the “fail”
instances. In general, for each distinct pair of resource primitives l1 and l2 we add
declarations
instance Co l1 l2 where coerce _ = error "run-time error"
instance Sub l1 l2
Based on the reﬁned type class resolution strategy the type checker accepts
prog2 now. It is illustrative to consider the program after replacing overloaded
methods with their actual deﬁnitions. The program text of prog2 gives rise to Co
(OR W R) W. We need to verify that this constraint holds. Type class resolution
proceeds as follows.
Step1: We resolve Co (OR W R) W by applying instance (Ite) from above to Co
W W, Co W R and Sub (OR W R) W. On the program text level, we rewrite prog2 to
the form
prog2’ :: Cmd2 W
prog2’ :: Ite2 True (coerce Write) (coerce Read)
Step2a: We resolve Co W W by applying instance (Write) which yields
prog2’’ :: Cmd2 W
prog2’’ :: Ite2 True Write2 (coerce Read)
Step2b: We are faced with Co W R which previously lead to the unresolved type
class constraint error. Now, we can apply instance (Fail) and obtain
prog2’’’ :: Cmd2 W
prog2’’’ :: Ite2 True Write2 (error "run-time error")
In summary, the interesting point here is not so much the fact that we can
mix static with dynamic veriﬁcation. This has already been studied in previous
work [4,18]. What is interesting here is that we can implement a mix of static with
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dynamic veriﬁcation via a combination of the type class resolution mechanism and
expressive types.
5 Conclusion and Related Work
We have explored to what extent type-based methods are suitable for program
veriﬁcation based on EADTs [32], our own extension of Hindley/Milner with a
user-programmable constraint domain and GADTs. Our results show that besides
tractable type checking, improved type error diagnosis methods are highly desir-
able when verifying complex program properties. The clearly deﬁned EADT type
checking procedure makes it possible to provide concise feedback to the user in case
type checking fails.
There are a number of related systems such as ATS [41,7], Cayenne [2], Epi-
gram [16], Omega [24,25] and RSP1 [39] which are equally well-suited to support
typed-based program veriﬁcation on the user level. Though, to the best of our
knowledge, none of these systems seems to support type error diagnosis.
We have also explored the possibility of mixing the static and dynamic veriﬁca-
tion of resource usages by using a novel combination of type classes and EADTs. We
believe that such an application cannot be expressed in any of the above mentioned
systems.
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